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Madison’s Emergence as Healthtech Hub on Display at HIMSS 
Greater Madison companies to be well-represented at  

annual health IT conference in Orlando 
 
MADISON, WI – Befitting its status as an emerging hub for health innovation, Greater Madison 
companies will be well-represented at the 2017 HIMSS Annual Conference & Exhibition taking place Feb. 
19-23 in Orlando. The annual conference, which brings together more than 40,000 health IT 
professionals, clinicians, executives and vendors from around the world, will feature exhibits and 
pavilions from a diverse offering of health innovation companies located in Madison.  
 
With a robust healthcare ecosystem of world-class research; the market leader in electronic health 
records; and a strong network of payers and providers, manufacturers and entrepreneurs, Greater 
Madison is leading in health innovation. In the shadow of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, which 
consistently ranks among the top universities nationally for research spending and where the first 
human embryonic stem cell line was derived in 1998, there are three major hospitals and a strong 
network of insurers. There are cutting-edge biotech companies like Promega and Exact Sciences, device 
manufacturers including GE Healthcare and Accuray and new and emerging companies like Propeller 
Health, which was recently named by Fast Company as one of the most innovative health care 
companies in the world.  
 
This potent combination is helping to set Madison apart in the race to become the next healthtech hub. 
Forbes has called Madison one of “The Cities Winning the Battle for Information Jobs,” and a new 
CareerBuilder survey shows Madison with the largest increase in millennial workers among the 100 
most populous U.S. cities. Becker's Hospital Review recently touted Madison as a city “poised to 
continue to grow exponentially as a player in the national digital health scene.” The U.S. Department of 
Labor also ranks Madison second in the country for density of software publishing jobs, behind only 
Seattle, providing a surplus of tech-savvy talent to fuel the growing health IT cluster, and Glassdoor 
ranks Madison fourth on its list of Best Paying Cities for Software Engineers, with Madison still being 
below the national average for cost of living. 
 
“Greater Madison’s constellation of industry strength, talent pipeline and entrepreneurial spirit shows 
our region is well-positioned for continued growth in healthtech – and the world is taking notice,” said 
Zach Brandon, President of the Greater Madison Chamber of Commerce. “Greater Madison has a 
tremendous story to tell, and HIMSS will serve as a terrific showcase for our companies that are 
importing global talent and exporting global solutions to some of healthcare’s biggest challenges.” 
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Last year saw the launch of HealthTech Capitol (www.healthtechcapitol.com), an initiative led by the 
Greater Madison Chamber of Commerce working to position the region as the world-class leader for 
health innovation. The effort will allow companies to leverage a density of talent, capital and mentoring.  
 
“Greater Madison has been the ideal region for me to build a healthtech business and now venture 
capital fund,” said Madison HealthTech Capitol Chair Mark Bakken, the founder of HealthX Ventures and 
co-founder and former CEO of Nordic Consulting. “With the increasing number of innovative companies 
from our region attending HIMSS, it’s clear there are many people who agree.” 
 
Some recent achievements from Greater Madison companies attending HIMSS include: 
 

 Last week, Catalyze rebranded to Datica. As part of the switch, the company unveiled a 
complete top-to-bottom redesign of its existing website and introduced a new logo to showcase 
the company's fresh look. This latest news falls on the heels of a multi-million-dollar Series B 
funding round announced last fall. 

 Forward Health Group continues its strong presence in California’s large public hospitals, 
signing two major public health systems in the last six months to extended contracts. 
PopulationManager® is fast becoming the gold standard for meeting Medi-Cal 2020/PRIME 
requirements, helping hospitals maximize incentives through trusted population health 
solutions. 

 In the last six months, healthfinch has gone live on athenahealth and is now serving athena, 
Allscripts and Epic clients, giving them the ability to positively impact the lives of thousands of 
physicians and their staff. Also, on Feb. 21, healthfinch will receive a Runner-Up Innovator 
Award from Healthcare Informatics (HIMSS Booth #2003) in the Clinician Workflow category 
from Healthcare Informatics. 

 HealthX Ventures closed its flagship fund in late 2016 and has built a portfolio of seven 
companies, spanning from Madison to as far away as San Francisco. The firm recently moved 
into a new office near downtown Madison and is always looking to make connections and new 
investments from their fund. 

 For ImageMoverMD, new features at HIMSS17 include launching ImageMover Mobile from 
other mobile electronic health records (EHR) apps, as well as a new body region mapping tool to 
pinpoint anatomy in photos. ImageMoverMD is also introducing ImageMover Media, a zero 
footprint uploader for Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) and other 
medical images. 

 Following a $5.5 million Series A financing round led by Safeguard, Moxe is expanding its 
product offerings and growing its development and sales teams.  

 In less than seven years, Nordic has grown into the world’s largest Epic consulting firm, now 
featuring nearly 700 consultants. 

 Propeller Health has now signed partnership agreements with three of the five leading 
respiratory pharma companies (Boehringer Ingelheim, GSK, Novartis) for asthma and Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). This is the fifth pharma partnership signed: Boehringer 
Ingelheim, GSK, Novartis, Vectura and Aptar. Propeller also now has 8 devices cleared by the 
FDA, more than any company in the connected inhaler space. 

 With hundreds of applications connected, Redox now supports the largest ecosystem of 
integrated enterprise healthcare applications. Health systems connect once and can rapidly 
deploy integrated applications across their organizations. 
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 In 2016, Wellbe debuted on the Inc. 500 List of America’s Fastest-Growing Private 
Companies with three-year sales growth of 1,200 percent. Wellbe was also recognized 
by Modern Healthcare Magazine as one of the 100 Best Places to Work in Healthcare, and they 
were named a semi-finalist in the Triple Tree iAwards for “insight, initiative, and innovation in 
healthcare.” 

 
Here are the profiles of Madison-area healthtech companies and where they can be found at HIMSS (if 
exhibiting): 
 
About Datica (HIMSS Booth #8152) 
Datica makes digital health in the cloud a reality by removing the risks that prevent its adoption. We 
turn HIPAA compliance on public infrastructure providers into a solved problem and enable secure 
clinical data exchange between mission-critical digital health applications and EHR systems. 
Datica serves healthcare's complete spectrum, from digital health startups and industry leaders to 
health systems across the nation. Hundreds of customers and partners trust Datica to ensure their 
clouds are HITRUST-certified and data securely interoperable. Learn more at www.datica.com. 
 
About Epic Systems (HIMSS Booths #1143 and #9000) 
Epic's integrated software spans enterprise clinical, access, revenue, and analytics functions with a single 
patient-centered database – and provides an open platform for building on this foundation. The system 
lets care providers connect directly with patients and other organizations for improved population 
health. Epic serves large and mid-size physician groups, integrated healthcare organizations, children's 
hospitals, and academic facilities. Roughly 190 million patients have a current electronic record in Epic. 
Learn more at www.epic.com.  
 
About Forward Health Group (HIMSS Booth #510) 
Forward Health Group's population health measurement platforms and data strategies drive success for 
providers and their patients in the move to value – population health without the wait. Through 
Forward Health Group, providers can finally measure quality, motivate clinicians and maximize 
incentives. Learn more at www.forwardhealthgroup.com.  
 
About healthfinch (HIMSS Booth #994) 
healthfinch has built a Practice Automation Platform, nicknamed Charlie, that works seamlessly within 
the electronic medical records (EMR) to automate routine, repeatable, clinical tasks. Charlie helps 
minimize busywork for busy doctors so they can focus on what matters most – direct patient care. Learn 
more at www.healthfinch.com.  
 
About HealthX Ventures 
HealthX Ventures is a digital healthcare-focused venture capital fund that supports early/seed stage, 
high-growth companies in all areas of digital health, including companies who are making healthcare 
safer, more efficient and more affordable. The firm is investing out of its flagship fund and is led by 
experienced entrepreneurs, investors, and industry experts who have grown companies and led change 
across the healthcare system. Learn more at www.healthxventures.com.  
 
If you would like to coordinate an in-person meeting at HIMSS with a member of the HealthX Ventures 
team, please email them at contact@healthxventures.com. 
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About ImageMoverMD (HIMSS Booth #6644) 
ImageMoverMD connects photos, video and outside medical images with electronic health records 
(EHR). Learn more at www.imagemovermd.com.  
 
About Moxe 
Moxe serves as a clinical data clearinghouse, facilitating the real-time bi-directional exchange of clinical, 
analytic and administrative data among health systems, health plans and health IT vendors. Learn more 
at moxehealth.com. 
 
Moxe will not have a booth at HIMSS but will be hosting two happy-hour events, and members of the 
leadership team are connecting with others throughout the course of HIMSS. If you would like to 
connect with someone from Moxe, please email Terri Leigh Rhody at terri@moxehealth.com. 
 
About Nordic (HIMSS Booth #903) 
Since its founding in 2010, Nordic has evolved from its roots as a leader in EHR staffing to not only the 
world’s largest Epic consulting firm, but a firm with a broad set of KLAS-proven healthcare IT solutions. 
Featuring nearly 700 consultants, Nordic has organized those experts to solve healthcare organizations’ 
most challenging health IT problems with carefully crafted solutions. These solutions were developed 
and refined over the last few years to meet the evolving needs of Nordic’s client partners, including the 
shift to value-based care, mergers and acquisitions, Community Connect, upgrades, optimization, 
revenue cycle transformation, analytics, a suite of managed service offerings (including tier 2 application 
support) and more. Learn more at nordicwi.com. 
 
You can RSVP for Nordic’s HIMSS17 reception at http://engage.nordicwi.com/himss17. 
 
About Propeller Health (HIMSS Booth #4374) 
In 2010, Propeller set out to modernize respiratory medicine, help people minimize the impact of 
asthma and COPD on their daily lives, and connect them to their physicians, environment and 
community. Propeller’s information-powered approach to respiratory management guides physicians 
and patients to the optimal path of therapy for each individual. With connected inhalers, digital 
interfaces, mobile spirometers and real-time personalized insights, participants receive personal 
guidance and expert direction anytime. Backed by 3M Ventures (NYSE: MMM), SR One, Hikma Ventures 
(LON: HIK), Safeguard Scientifics (NYSE: SFE), Social Capital and other investors, Propeller has been used 
by patients with asthma or COPD in more than 45 commercial programs across the U.S. at major 
healthcare systems, payers, employers and other commercial partners. The company has been 
recognized as the recipient of the American Telemedicine Association’s 2016 President’s Award for 
Innovation in Remote Healthcare and as one of the top “Fierce 15” medical device companies in 2015 by 
FierceMedicalDevices. Learn more at www.propellerhealth.com. 
 
At HIMSS, Propeller CEO David Van Sickle will be speaking on a panel with Accenture on Tuesday, Feb. 
21 at 3:00 p.m. at the Accenture booth (#3949). 
 
About Redox (HIMSS Booth #7444) 
Redox connects healthcare applications to electronic health records through their modern API 
platform. Learn more at www.redoxengine.com.  
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Redox will be hosting a HIMSS kickoff event the evening of Sunday, Feb. 19. Full details can be found at 
https://www.redoxengine.com/himss17. 
 
About Wellbe 
Wellbe’s cloud-based platform facilitates connected care between patients and healthcare providers, 
enabling high-performing health systems to transform care by improving patients’ experiences, 
satisfaction and health outcomes while reducing costs and empowering patients to participate as active 
partners in their treatment. 
  
To learn more or request a meeting with the Wellbe executive team at HIMSS, contact info@wellbe.me. 
 
About HIMSS 
HIMSS is a global, cause-based, not-for-profit organization focused on better health through information 
technology (IT). HIMSS leads efforts to optimize health engagements and care outcomes using 
information technology. 
 
HIMSS is a cause-based, global enterprise producing health IT thought leadership, education, events, 
market research and media services around the world. Founded in 1961, HIMSS encompasses more than 
52,000 individuals, of which more than two-thirds work in healthcare provider, governmental and not-
for-profit organizations across the globe, plus over 600 corporations and 250 not-for-profit partner 
organizations, that share this cause.  HIMSS, headquartered in Chicago, serves the global health IT 
community with additional offices in the United States, Europe and Asia. Learn more at www.himss.org. 
 
About the Greater Madison Chamber of Commerce: 

The Greater Madison Chamber of Commerce is the voice of business with nearly 1,300 organizations – ranging 

from one-person shops to corporations with more than 10,000 employees – working to bring the Greater Madison 

area to its full potential. The Greater Madison region is a leader in innovation. From cutting-edge technologies to 

distinctive retail shops to inventive services and products, our members vary greatly but are united by the region’s 

entrepreneurial spirit. More information can be found at greatermadisonchamber.com.  
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